ETHICS BOARD
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, an ethics complaint was filed on November 1, 2021 by Micaela Porta, the
president of the New Canaan chapter of the League of Women Voters, against New Canaan First
Selectman Kevin Moynihan. (The ethics complaint is referred to in this Resolution as the
“Complaint”; Ms. Porta is referred to as the “Complainant”; and Mr. Moynihan is referred to as
the “Respondent”). A copy of the Complaint is attached as Appendix A.
WHEREAS, the Complaint asserts that Respondent, using his position as First
Selectman, violated several sections of the Town’s Ethics Code (the “Code,” available here:
https://ecode360.com/9044320) when he sent an undated letter to “all new residents of New
Canaan” prior to the town’s November 2, 2021 municipal election (this letter from Respondent to
new residents is referred to as the “Letter”). A copy of the Letter is attached as Appendix B.
WHEREAS, the Letter bears this letterhead in bold:
Kevin J. Moynihan
First Selectman
Town of New Canaan
WHEREAS, the Letter is addressed to “Dear New Resident” and discusses the thenupcoming municipal election, states that it is written “to help explain the process for voting,”
purports to explain that process and how the rules would apply to this election, and urges the
recipient to vote only for certain candidates. In the body of the letter, Respondent states, among
other things, that he is “proud to be leading the Republican slate of candidates… or Row B”.
Towards the bottom of the page appears an all caps instruction:
REMEMBER: VOTE ROW B - ONLY!
In a smaller font than the text of the letter, there is a statement at the bottom of the page:
Paid for by the New Canaan RTC, Gene Goodman Treasurer

WHEREAS, the Complaint asserts that the Letter mischaracterized the voting rules at
issue, that it was “misleading to voters seeking to understand how our municipal government
works” in general and in the then-pending election, and that the Letter thereby granted
preferential treatment to candidates preferred by the Respondent.

WHEREAS, upon receipt of the Complaint, members of the Ethics Board met in
executive session to review its allegations, reviewed the Complaint and the Letter, interviewed
the Complainant and the witnesses identified in the Complaint, and obtained copies of electronic
communications relating thereto.
WHEREAS, the Respondent filed a Preliminary Reply to the Complaint on December 6,
2021 (the “Reply”). A copy of the Reply is attached as Appendix C.
WHEREAS, the Reply denies that there are any violations of the Ethics Code, and asserts
several defenses to the allegations. Among other things, the Reply asserts that, “The statements

in the complaint are false and the complaint should be immediately dismissed as it fails to state a
violation of the Code” and that the “…complaint is completely devoid of legal merit and
attempts to politicize the Board of Ethics process in violation of my right of free speech
guaranteed by Article I of the U.S. Constitution.”
WHEREAS, upon receipt of the Reply, the Ethics Board met again in executive session
to discuss Respondent’s assertions, interviewed the Respondent on December 9, 2021, and
obtained copies of electronic communications relating to the Letter.
WHEREAS, the Ethics Board met in multiple executive sessions to consider: the
Complaint; the Letter; the Reply; in-person statements from the Complainant and the
Respondent; witness commentary and electronic communications attendant to the Letter; statutes
and treatises pertaining to defenses in the Reply; examples of certain Board of Selectman
minutes; and discussed and analyzed the relevant sections of the Town’s Ethics Code, all in
accordance with the mandates contained in Section 17-5B(2)(a) of that Code.
WHEREAS, after due deliberation, the Ethics Board has determined that:
(1) The use of the title and office of First Selectman, Town of New Canaan, a position held in
trust for all New Canaan residents, subjects the Letter to the Code.
(2) The legend in the footer referencing the “RTC” and the reference in the Letter to “leading the
Republican slate of candidates” may raise a question of whether the Letter was an expression
of protected political speech.

(3) Among the issues to be considered is whether the Letter can be protected political speech
when Respondent used the authority of his town office, a valuable town resource, to influence
new resident voters with what may be a partisan interpretation of local election dynamics.
Other questions include whether the interpretation was correct, and what resources were used
to create and send the Letter.
(4) At this stage, the Ethics Board must decide only whether there is probable cause to believe a
violation of the Code may have occurred. This is not a final determination on the merits of the
Complaint but rather a preliminary finding that the allegations in the Complaint and the
assertions in the Reply warrant further investigation.
(5) We find there is a reasonable basis to believe that the Letter may breach Sections 172B(5)(c), 17-2B(6) and 17-2B(8) of the Code, requiring further investigation.
(6) We find there is no reasonable basis to believe that the Letter breaches Section 17-2B(1)(b) of
the Code.
NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that the Ethics Board finds probable
cause, under Section 17-2B(5)(c) of the Code, to conduct further proceedings to determine
whether the Letter violates Sections 17-2B(5)(c), 17-2B(6) and 17-2B(8) of the Code.
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IT IS HEREBY FURTHER RESOLVED that Respondent shall have until February 11,
2022 to file a response in accordance with Section 17-5(B)(3) of the Ethics Code, and that
Respondent may request a further extension upon a showing of reasonable grounds therefor.
IT IS ALSO HEREBY RESOLVED that nothing herein shall be construed as a finding
that Ethics Code breaches have occurred and all determinations of the existence or non-existence
of such breaches will be made in accordance with Section 17-5B(4), (5) and (6) of that Code.
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